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Power of Choice (Shared by a friend) 

I was waiting in line for a ride at the 
airport. When a cab pulled up, the first 
thing I noticed was that the taxi was 
polished to a bright shine. Smartly 
dressed in a white shirt, black tie, and 
freshly pressed black slacks, the cab 
driver jumped out and rounded the car 
to open the back passenger door for 
me. He handed me a laminated card 
and said: 'I'm Wasu, your driver. 

While I'm loading your bags in the trunk I'd like you to read my mission 
statement.' 
     Taken aback, I read the card. It said: Wasu's Mission Statement: To get my 
customers to their destination in the quickest, safest, and cheapest way possible 
in a friendly environment. 
     This blew me away. Especially when I noticed that the inside of the cab 
matched the outside. Spotlessly clean! As he slid behind the wheel, Wasu said, 
'Would you like a cup of coffee? I have a thermos of regular and one of decaf.' I 
said jokingly, 'No, I'd prefer a soft drink.' Wasu smiled and said, 'No problem. I 
have a cooler up front with regular and Diet Coke, lassi, water, and orange 
juice.'Almost stuttering, I said, 'I'll take a lassi since I’ve never had one before.' 
     Handing me my drink, Wasu said, 'If you'd like something to read, I have 
Good Housekeeping magazine, Reader’s Digest, The Bible, and a Travel + 
Leisure magazine.' As we were pulling away, Wasu handed me another laminated 
card, 'These are the stations I get and the music they play, if you'd like to listen to 
the radio.' And as if that weren't enough, Wasu told me that he had the heater on 
and asked if the temperature was comfortable for me. Then he advised me of the 
best route to my destination for that time of day. He also let me know that he'd be 
happy to chat and tell me about some of the sights or, if I preferred, to leave me 
with my own thoughts. 
     'Tell me, Wasu,' I was amazed 
and asked him, 'have you always 
served customers like this?' 
Wasu smiled into the rear view 
mirror. 'No, not always. In fact, it's 
only been in the last two years. My 
first five years driving, I spent most 
of my time complaining like all the 
rest of the cabbies do. Then I heard 
about power of choice one day.' 
      'Power of choice is that you can be a duck or an eagle.' If you get up in the 
morning expecting to have a bad day, you'll rarely disappoint yourself. Stop 
complaining!' 'Don't be a duck. Be an eagle. Ducks quack and complain. Eagles 
soar above the crowd.' 'That hit me right,' said Wasu.  He continued and said, 'It is 
about me. I was always quacking and complaining, so I decided to change my 
attitude and become an eagle. I looked around at the other cabs and their drivers. 
The cabs were dirty, the drivers were unfriendly, and the customers were 
unhappy. So I decided to make some changes. I put in a few at a time. When my 
customers responded well, I did more.' 
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     'I take it that has paid off for you,' I said. 'It sure has,' Wasu replied. 'My first year as an eagle, I doubled my 
income from the previous year. This year I'll probably quadruple it. My customers call me for appointments on 
my cell phone or leave a message on it.' Wasu made a different choice. He decided to stop quacking like ducks 
and start soaring like eagles. 
Have an eagle life ahead.....   —Adapted 
     I hope we all decide to soar like an Eagle and not quack like a duck. 
                                                                                     Be Blessed,     Rev. Debbie Scott 

 

J 
oseph called to thank everyone for their cards and thoughts …. He 

sent this picture  (to the left )saying this was the view from his bed. 
“Rev Deb I know I’m in the right place, each day I wake up to the 
cross and the light, thank you.”   
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From the Lay Leader… 

I used to work in the film and television industry. It’s 
a funny business. Here’s what I mean; If you want to 
be an accountant, you need to get your CPA license. 
If you want to be a truck driver, you have to have a 
CDL license. If you want to call yourself a realtor, 
you need a real estate license. But if you want to be a 
producer, director, writer, or actor in the 
entertainment industry, you pretty much just need to 
print up business cards with your chosen title on 
them. 

In some ways, it’s a very fair business. No one is 
barred from these jobs for lack of education, training, 
or certification – as long as they can do the job. If you 
aspire to be something, then that’s what you call 
yourself.  

The trouble is, with so many writers and producers 
waiting tables in Los Angeles, the titles begin to lose 
their meaning. I once knew an actor who had an agent 
look him in the face and say, “I’ve got a million of 
you.” 

There’s a difference between a dream and an illusion. 

So when someone would come up to you and say, 
“I’m a writer,” or “I’m an actor,” how could you tell 
if they were really a writer or an actor? It was actually 
a pretty easy test – but it was not easily accepted. The 
test was this; ask them, “Who do you work for?” 

Very often, the answer would be something like, “Oh, 
I’ve got several projects in development,” or “I have 
screenplays being considered at several studios,” or “I 
go on lots of auditions every week.” People were 
reluctant to believe that in order to call themselves a 
director… a writer… an actor… they actually had to 
be working. It is supposed to be enough to want to be 
those things. 

But it isn’t. 

Because what you call yourself doesn’t depend on 
what you want to believe; it depends on what you 
actually do. And it’s not enough to just do it for 
yourself; someone has to believe in you enough to 
have you work for them. Someone who is willing to 
stake their own reputation on the quality of the work 
you do in their name. 

And so, asking someone where they worked… who 
they worked for… usually shut the conversation down 
pretty quickly. 

I think about all those aspiring show biz folk a lot 
whenever I hear someone say, “I’m a Christian.” 

Maybe experience has made me skeptical... even 

cynical. But I want to ask them, “OK, who do you 
work for?” 

It’s easy to call yourself a Christian. Too easy. People 
claim that title because that’s what they want to 
believe about themselves. Or what they want you to 
believe. That’s not a bad dream, is it? Shouldn’t that 
be OK? Shouldn’t that be enough? 

No. 

Because it doesn’t depend on what you want to 
believe about yourself. It depends on what you 
actually do. How you are employed. It’s not enough 
to call yourself a Christian. You have to actually be a 
Christian. And I’m afraid I look around these days 
and see an awful lot of people who call themselves 
the name but don’t actually do the work. People who 
are self-employed, not working for Christ. 

By the way, I don’t exempt myself from this. I know 
there are many days when I punch the clock but don’t 
do the job. 

One of the things I said defines the job you do, is that 
someone believes in you enough to have you do that 
work for them. So here’s the good news; Christ is that 
person. Christ believes in you. Christ is willing to 
believe in anyone. He is quicker to believe in us than 
we are in him. Christ will take on anyone of us at any 
time to do his work. He is ready to license and certify 
you. No experience needed. No educational 
prerequisite. No test. There is only one absolute and 
undebatable, and inescapable qualification to claim 
the title; you have to work for Christ and do the work 
Christ would have you do. 

 Peace, 
John Strawbridge  

lay leader 
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WORK TO RESTORE, REHABILITATE AND MAINTAIN OUR 19TH CENTURY BUILDING 
 
21ST CENTURY PROJECT CONSTRUCTION UPDATE 
 
Progress Since 2019 (Year Project Started) 
 
We continuing with both restoration and rehabilitation of our 19th century building to promote greater public use of our building in 
the future.  Both categories of this 21st Century Project work are important to diversify our income streams to continue sustainable 
operations of Lovely Lane.  
 
We are mindful of the need to retain the historic dimension of our beautiful building (restoration) as well as upgrade those areas for 
public use that provide 21st century safety and more modern amenities (rehabilitation).  We underscore the differences in the two 
categories of work to thank all of our 21st Century Project donors for their $1.6 million in support-to-date for our success to achieve 
these parallel goals. 
 
Since 2020, we have completed 2 rehabilitation components of our 2-phase capital project to integrate the historic fabric of our 
building with modern amenities:  an access ramp from St. Paul Street and 4 new public restrooms.  These important additions will 
improve the visitor’s experience while entering and using space in our building’s interior.  
 
In December 2022, we completed 1 restoration component to preserve original elements of our 1887 building:  historic Tiffany win-
dows in the Brannan Chapel.  This restoration work altered no aspect of the original windows; it restored luminosity and functional 
operation of two levels of the windows and repaired past weather damage to prevent future damage in the Chapel area for increased 
use.   
 
Plans for the Year Ahead 
 
As we proceed in 2022, we are undertaking additional rehabilitation work with already committed funds:  replacement of the flat 
roof over Fellowship Hall, installation of an air conditioning system in Fellowship Hall and upgrade of the fire safety and electrical 
systems that serve the building.  We are actively working with booking new building users who have heard about our tangible build-
ing improvements.  We look forward to completing this work in the summer. 

 
CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 
 
In 2022, we are proceeding with a priority ranking of all our remaining rehabilitation and restoration components to raise an  
additional $1.2+ million in funds to continue our work incrementally.  Additional 2022-2023 Rehabilitation  

 
work to be funded includes performance lighting and audio in Fellowship Hall, air conditioning the 2nd floor above Fellowship Hall, 
and upgrading locker room area on our ground floor.  We envision additional restoration work in 2023-2024 to restore additional 
Tiffany windows in the Chapel as well as wall and floor surfaces of our Chapel and South Tower on 22nd Street.  We are soliciting 
public and private foundation/corporate funding sources to add to gifts from individuals to commit to each of these priority compo-
nents as funds become available. 
 
All parties interested in supporting this important work should contact lovelylanecenter@gmail.com for details or follow the links 
given below to make donations. 

 
MAINTENANCE OF PAST RESTORATION WORK 
 
In 2022, we will analyze the north side of the sanctuary roof for possible repair.  The sanctuary organ will also be examined for 
needed repairs.   
 
BUILDING FUNDS DONOR UPDATE 
 
The Lovely Lane congregation continues to be very grateful for the support received to 1) pursue our ambitious 21ST Century Project 
restoration and rehabilitation goals and 2) replenish our escrowed restoration maintenance fund for our 19th Century building, built 
as a centennial monument to the founding of Methodism in the United States in 1784.  
 
We have received the following donations since we published a listing in the January 2022 Tower edition. 

  

about:blank
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The Restoration Fund – to maintain building integrity 
 

Emora and Nancy Brannan IMO E. Anne Seeger 
Shirley and Robert Coffman IMO Dolores, Wilton and Bobby Shaw 

Michael and Honey Constantine IMO E. Anne Seeger 
Carol Curtis IMO E. Anne Seeger 

David and Carolyn Diefenderfer IMO E. Anne Seeger 
Claudia and Andrew Eaton IMO E. Anne Seeger 

Duncan Hodge and Maxine Stitzer 
Lauren Levy IMO E. Anne Seeger 

Nancy & Malcom McKnight IMO E. Anne Seeger 
Jacqueline and Robert Mongan IMO E. Anne Seeger 

UMW, Nichols-Bethel United Methodist Church 
Chrystal Perez IMO E. Anne Seeger 

Charles and Janet Pyles IMO E. Anne Seeger 
Jeannie Shum IMO E. Anne Seeger 

E. Anne and Robert Seeger 
Barbara and Edward Vogel IMO E. Anne Seeger 

Lois and Frederick Volz IMO E. Anne Seeger 
Barbara VonLienen IMO E. Anne Seeger 

Richard and Carol Wilson IMO E. Anne Seeger 
 

The 21st Century Building Project Fund – to improve building for greater community use 
 

Rev. Edwin Ankeny 
Cathy Dryden 

Susan Ford, CITC recipient 
Gordon Glenn 
Carrie Harnick 

Joanna and Donald Kann 
Virginia WG Myers 

Sharon Owen 
Eleanor Packard IMO E. Anne Seeger 

Susan Preston, CITC recipient 
Patricia and Robert Welch IMO Dorothy Krug 

 
To make a new donation to either of our Building Funds, 

please send checks--payable to the church and indicating “Restoration” or  
“21st Century Building Project” in memo line of the check-- 

to Lovely Lane United Methodist Church, 2200 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, MD 21218  
or go to our website to donate online: www.lovelylane.net/donation. 
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Christmas Handel’s Messiah Experience  

Thank you, Brandon, for the Messiah Experience! 



 

 

OUR MISSION: To celebrate the vision of God’s Good News in Jesus Christ in liturgy, learning, and life, through the 
revitalization of our congregation, the restoration of our building, and the strengthening of our traditions, while 
recognizing our unique presence and mission in Baltimore City. 

UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 

2200 ST. PAUL STREET 
BALTIMORE, MD 21218-5805 
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